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ABSTRACT 

Scheduling is the process of improving the performance of a 

parallel and distributed system. Cluster systems are part of 

distributed systems. Cluster systems refers to the concept of 

run parallel jobs that can be run simultaneously on several 

processors. In this paper, introduce a method based on fuzzy 

logic for scheduling Parallel jobs on cluster systems. The 

main objective is to achieve performance and power 

improvement. The results of the simulations indicate our 

introduced method is better than comparison with the 

algorithm FCFS and SJF.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Parallel job scheduling is an important topic in the field of 

research. The main issue is how to share the processors 

available in the existing parallel computing environment 

among tasks submitted by users or processes. There are 

different parallel computing environments first, the parallel 

computers in which the systems come under are desktops and 

laptops with multi-core chips, second are the grids in which 

large scale heterogeneous distributed shared computing 

environment, third are the web servers, in which large scale 

latency sensitive online services are provided and finally the 

virtualization, in which the resource management is 

performed inside and among multiple virtual machines [1-5]. 

It is easily understood that the parallel computing 

environments are existing and rather continues to future 

technologies[3,4]. 

In multiple processing, multiple processors work together to 

implement a program. The major used of these systems for 

problems solving in models and engineering science. (Such as 

applied physics, nuclear, Geology and Seismology, 

mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, mathematics, 

etc.). Today not only scientific problems solve that require 

parallel processing also some commercial applications require 

fast computers. Many of these applications require the 

processing of large volumes of Informations are complex. 

Some of these  programs can be huge databases and data 

mining operations[5-8]. Oil exploration, medical imaging and 

diagnosis and etc. 

Clusters offer computational power used to solve problems 

with large computational requirements. Proper scheduling is 

fundamental to performance in distributed systems. The most 

important aspect of a distributed system is the scheduling 

algorithm. The scheduling algorithm is responsible for the 

allocation of processors to jobs and determines the order in 

which jobs will be executed on processors[6,9,10]. 

In general, task scheduling is presented in two forms: static 

and dynamic[11]. In static scheduling algorithms, all 

information needed for scheduling, such as the structure of the 

parallel application, the execution times of individual tasks 

and the communication costs between tasks, must be known 

in advance. There are several techniques to estimate such 

information. Static task scheduling takes place during 

compilation time before running the parallel application. In 

dynamic scheduling, however, tasks are allocated to 

processors upon their arrival, and scheduling decisions must 

be made at run time[8-12]. 

In this paper, introduce a method based on fuzzy logic for 

scheduling Parallel jobs on cluster systems. The main 

objective is to achieve performance and power improvement. 

Our method minimize the response time and idle time, also it 

maximum the utilization. Results of the simulations indicate 

minimum response time and idle time in comparison with 

FCFS and SJF the algorithms. In addition, maximum 

utilization in comparison with FCFS and SJF the algorithms. 

This study is divided into the following sections: In section 2 

an overview of Fuzzy Logic. Section 3 presents System setup 

in detailed. The proposed method is described in Section 3.2. 

Results of the study are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 

5 presents the conclusions. 

2. INTRODUCTION TO FUZZY LOGIC 
Classical logic only permits propositions having a value of 

truth or falsity. The notion of whether 1+1=2 is absolute, 

immutable, mathematical truth. However, there exist certain 

propositions with variable answers, such as asking various 

people to identify a color. The notion of truth doesn't fall by 

the wayside, but rather a means of representing and reasoning 

over partial knowledge is afforded, by aggregating all possible 

outcomes into a dimensional spectrum[11,12]. 

Both degrees of truth and probabilities range between 0 and 1 

and hence may seem similar at first. For example, let a 100  

ml glass contain 30 ml of water. Then we may consider two 

concepts: Empty and Full. The meaning of each of them can 

be represented by a certain fuzzy set. Then one might define 

the glass as being 0.7 empty and 0.3 full. Note that the 

concept of emptiness would be subjective and thus would 

depend on the observer or designer. Another designer might 

equally well design a set membership function where the glass 

would be considered full for all values down to 50 ml. It is 

essential to realize that fuzzy logic uses truth degrees as a 
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mathematical model of the vagueness phenomenon while 

probability is a mathematical model of ignorance[12]. 

In this paper, introduce a method based on fuzzy logic for 

scheduling Parallel jobs on cluster systems. The main 

objective is to achieve performance and power improvement. 

3. SYSTEM SETUP 
The system model assumed for this work explained in section 

3.1. The policy the system must follow for scheduling the 

parallel job named as NewFuzzy Based Scheduling and 

described in section 3.2. 

3.1 System Model 
The number of jobs submitted to scheduler is m. The 

scheduler node N0 contains the details of all the jobs which 

are arranged in a queue. Each parallel job composed of a set 

of dependent tasks. There are totally Nn+1 number of nodes. 

The node N0 is scheduler or head node which is responsible 

for assigning the work or job to the worker nodes from N1 

through Nn. The scheduling algorithm implemented in head. 

The system for the computer cluster assumed to satisfy the 

following conditions: 

1. There are Nn+1 number of nodes and are fully 

connected. 

2. Communication and computation can be executed 

simultaneously. This can be accomplished by 

following the non-blocking send and non-blocking 

receive protocol for communication purpose. 

3. Before scheduling a particular job, the system 

assumed to know the runtime of that job. 

4. Nodes are homogeneous. 

5. Tasks or jobs are independent. 

It was assumed that the communication between the nodes 

will take place with the help of message passing interface 

environment. 

Also, any node is consist of following section: 

1. Routing Table 

2. Load Index 

3. Cost Table 

4. Fuzzy Controller 

5. Scheduller 

As in Fig. 1 illustrated, our system model is involved Routing 

table, Load index, Cost table and a fuzzy controller, which 

manages scheduling of system. The routing table presents the 

communication links among nodes in the system. Load index 

indicates the load of its related node. In order to determine the 

node status as a sender, receiver or neutral by using fuzzy 

controller and based on fuzzy rules, we need a cost table that 

provides the nodes communication costs and the number of 

heavy loaded nodes. The cost table is obtained by using load 

index and routing table while the number of heavy loaded 

nodes can be extracted from the cost table. 

 
Fig 1: System Model based Fuzzy in any node 

 

3.2 NewFuzzy Based Scheduling 
Load index value based on a given threshold is classified into 

three categories and is defined between 0 to s and threshold is 

s. three Fuzzy sets (Fig.2) are used to describe the load index 

value: lightly loaded, moderate loaded, heavy loaded. 

Variables for load index take grade values of Fuzzy variables 

are uncertainties and depends on network situation it can be 

changed. 

 

 
Fig 2: Fuzzy index load chart 

 

Assuming fuzzy rules base are as follows: 
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Assuming sender initiated scheduling algorithm, the proposed 

knowledge base is as follows: 

 

Rule [1]: 

If (load is lightly load) 

then (status node is reciver) 

Rule [2]: 

  If (load is moderate_load) and  

                (no heavy load nodes is more)  

                then (status  node is reciver) 

Rule [3]: 

If (load is heavy load) 

then (status node is not reciver) 

Scheduler base on nodes status send jobs to nodes, so if node 

status is lightly load or moderate load then it can recive jobs 

for execution else it can not recive any job for execution. 

therefor there is two status for nodes: 

 Reciver 

 No reciver 

If a node is reciver then scheduler can give to it jobs, else if a 

node is no reciver then scheduler can not give to it jobs. 

 

4. EVALUATION OF SIMULATION 

RESULTS 
In this section, we present and discuss the experimental results 

of the proposed scheme. All simulations were performed 

using MATLAB software. We evaluated the performance of 

our proposed scheme in comparison with SJF (Short Job First) 

and FIFO (First in First out) algorithms in a Cluster system. 

The simulation results showed two instances: when the 

numbers of tasks are more, and when the numbers of tasks are 

less. 

When the number of jobs is 20, Fig 3 shows processors idle 

time average by applying FIFO, SJF and NewFuzzy Based 

algorithm for job scheduling on Cluster system. 

Fig 3: idle time when the number of tasks is 20 

When the number of jobs is 2000, Fig 4 shows processors idle 

time average by applying FIFO, SJF and NewFuzzy Based 

algorithm for job scheduling on Cluster system. 

 

Fig 4: idle time when the number of tasks is 2000 

The vertical axis represents time, and the horizontal axis 

represents the number of processors. 

Fig 5 shows the system utilization when the number of tasks 

is 20. Also, Fig 6 shows the system utilization when the 

number of tasks is 2000.  

 

Fig 5: system utilization when the number of tasks is 20. 

 

 

Fig 6: system utilization when the number of tasks is 2000. 

Obtained results in large and small scales indicate that our 

proposed method can provide similar results in different 

scales, and proves the robustness of the proposed method in 

different scales. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we proposed the Fuzzy based algorithm for jobs 

scheduling in Cluster. The proposed method found a better 

solution for assigning jobs to the Cluster system. This method 

reduces the idle time average and provides maximum 

utilization compared to same algorithms. The method 

proposed in this paper was compared with FIFO and SJF 

algorithms. The results of simulations indicate that our 

method is better compared with the FIFO and SJF algorithms. 
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